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Overview 

A Black Swan event is both unpredictable and 
extraordinary. Nassim Nicholas Taleb discusses how 
we perceive the world naïvely through false predictions 
and narrative fallacy, quantifying things to 
comprehend them. We neglect to consider the 
unforeseeable and are at a loss regarding Black Swans. 
Taleb examines why Black Swans are shocking to us, 
and how to be more aware and better cope with them. 

“The problem lay not in the nature of events, 
but in the way we perceive them.” 

Prologue 

“All you need is one single 
(and I am told quite ugly) black bird.” 

Before discovering a black swan, people believed all 
swans were white. This belief demonstrates the limits 
of learning from experience and observation and the 
fragility of knowledge. Black Swans have 3 attributes: 

1. The event lies outside regular expectations, nothing 
previous suggesting the possibility. 

2. The event carries extreme impact. 
3. Despite outlier status, human nature and various 

explanations make the occurrence predictable. 

Black Swan logic focuses on making the unknown more 
relevant than the known. Humans prefer focusing on 
small, measurable facts rather than larger scale, random 
possibilities. Take natural disasters, for example. If 
disasters were expected, their damage could be easily 
avoided. Or 9/11. If the attack had been anticipated, it 
may have unfolded differently or not at all. 

Acknowledging the Existence of Black Swans 
Humans connect known quantities to explain previous 
events. Instead of trying to make predictions based on 
past events and knowledge, we must accept Black 
Swans and their inherent unpredictability. 

Logic Reversal 
The person who starts and wins a war receives 
recognition. The person who prevents a war receives 
nothing because the event never happened. There are 
two terms that help us understand the flaws in our 
reasoning and our unpreparedness for Black Swans: 

1. Platonicity: We understand more than we do. Only 
after a plan fails do we know its shortcomings. 

2. Platonic Fold: The gap between what we think we 
know and what we actually know. When this gap 
widens, a Black Swan is produced. 

Part 1. Umberto Eco’s Antilibrary, 
Or How We Seek Validation 

How Do Humans Deal with Knowledge? 
Because of our egos, humans prefer static thinking, 
viewing the world from our individual perspectives. 
We act based on an “assumed equilibrium.” However,
our world is not as we believe. Consider knowledge as: 

3. Antilibrary: A library of unread books, a place of 
knowledge, research, and the unknown. As you 
read more, the rows of unread books grow. 

4. Antischolar: One who is skeptical of the empirical 
and focuses on the unread books, not putting his 
knowledge on a pedestal. 

History and the Triplet of Opacity 
History is opaque: we see the results, but not the factors 
that create them. There is a disconnect between the 
process and the outcome. The mind suffers from 3 
ailments regarding history, “the triplet of opacity:” 

1. The illusion of understanding: Erroneously 
thinking we understand something complicated.  

2. The retrospective distortion: Only assessing 
matters after the fact. Reality is more complex than 
events described in a textbook. 

3. The overvaluation of factual information: Well-
educated authorities often categorize and 
“platonify” information.  


